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Tabula Rasa Health and Fitness

Ale Con

Renegade Life Roundup
Fairy Secrets Skin Car

Interactive Arts, LLC
Arion Care Solutions 

No Agenda Stream 
Chef Jax Concepts 

“ You guys have helped me organize my thoughts and help 
me plan a path for my dreams.”   -  Leah J.

“My circle of friends has doubled since I met you, because I 
am more open now, and talking to people.”   -  Manda S.

“…you have the ability to affect people’s lives. I highly 
recommend anybody who is running on the treadmill and 
wondering why they’re not getting anywhere, stressing out 
all the time, and worrying about stuff, listen to that episode 
(The Other Side of Live! #74). ”  - Frank Roe, No Agenda 
Global Radio

Testimonials 

Contact Information: mordant@successfreaks.com
http://www.successfreaks.com

727-280-6963 

Stuck in a rut and too close to the problem to see your way out?  Need a new perspective on 
breaking the barrier?  Sometimes that little extra kick from an unbiased observer is just what 

you need to level up your life.  Success Freaks provides a creative, fun atmosphere where you 
can rediscover what matters most to you, set your goals, and take action grabbing hold of 

your dreams and taking charge of your business.

Since its inception in 2011, Success Freaks has lived up to its own hype as the “#1 late-night comedic 
motivational show.”  A three-time Podcast Awards finalist, Success Freaks entertains & edifies with 
its charismatic hco-osts, captivating sense of humor and positive, thought-provoking content.  With the 
show’s theme of “Help Others Be Awesome,” Success Freak's topics range to cover everything from social 
media in your life (Branding Your Passion #10) to dealing with death (Death Happens #21) to surviving 
bullies and anti-gay sentiments (It Gets Better #34).  As co-hosts of a comedic motivational talk radio show, 
R. Mordant Mahon & Charles McFall always succeed in giving your mind & spirit something to chew 

on while putting enough laughter in your heart to make you smile out loud. Succes Freaks truly is what 
it claims to be.
Success Freaks broadcasts LIVE every Tuesday at 9pm ET on Adam Curry’s No Agenda Stream: 
SuccessFreaks.com/nas.  SF is also available as podcast via www.successfreaks.com, iTunes, and 
other media outlets.




